
CBA27UHE
Dependable, energy-efficient comfort, even in harsh conditions 

EFFICIENT, MULTI-SPEED  
AIR HANDLER



COMFORT  
INNOVATIONS

FULLY-INSULATED CABINET
Foil-faced insulation in the cabinet 
provides quiet operation and a more 
peaceful environment. It also reduces  
the potential risk of mold growth, 
improving indoor air quality.

The CBA27UHE’s Power Saver™ constant torque blower motor boosts energy 
efficiency for lower monthly utility bills, compared to a standard motor. It also 
contributes to more even temperatures and consistent air flow.

ENERGY SAVING

Paired with your heat pump or air-conditioning system, the 
CBA27UHE’s Lennox® Quantum™ coil handles the heat like 
no other. Its proprietary enhanced aluminum construction 
means that it operates reliably even in harsh conditions.    
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PEACE-OF-MIND PROTECTION
The CBA27UHE comes with a 5-year limited warranty 
on all covered components.* 

FLEXIBLE & DURABLE
Multi-position configuration means your  
Lennox® Dealer can install the CBA27UHE  
virtually anywhere in your home, including  
the basement, attic or crawlspace.

*Online equipment registration at www.lennoxregistration.com is required within 60 days of installation (except in California or  
 Quebec) or Lennox’ base warranty will apply. Applies to residential applications only. See actual warranty certificate for details. 
 Note: Due to Lennox’ ongoing commitment to quality, specifications and ratings are subject to change without notice.

An opening in the cabinet makes 
it easy to add a Healthy Climate® 
ultraviolet germicidal light that 
attacks mold and bacteria, so the 
air you breathe is cleaner and 
healthier. An antimicrobial drain 
pan inhibits mold and mildew 
growth, further improving  
indoor air quality.
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* Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. 
See your Lennox Dealer for details.

BUILD AN ELITE® SYSTEM
On its own, the CBA27UHE provides perfectly 
comfortable and efficient airflow throughout your 
home. Use it in conjunction with other Elite Series 
components, and you’ve got a home comfort 
system that’s a cut above the rest. Impressive 
features. Stunning capabilities. Outstanding 
efficiency. That’s Elite.

FINANCING YOUR COMFORT
Enjoy more comfort and purchasing power.  
Take advantage of flexible financing options  
that allow you to enjoy the innovation, precision 
and efficiency of Lennox on your terms.*


